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 The dam’s design implies that the contractor or mill-
wright responsible for its construction had some knowledge 
of dam construction techniques, but the lack of a down-
stream apron for the spillway and use of raised cap logs in-
dicate that the builder probably did not have a high level of 
experience. These deviations from established norms may 
have created ongoing maintenance issues, and the apparent 

-
uted to the overburden of sediment—may be due in part to 
scouring caused by a lack of a spillway apron.

-

typically used for small-scale milling and manufacturing 

The dam’s design and workmanship indicate that the struc-

of sawn lumber and the lack of metal fasteners. Sawmills 

-
sible period of construction of the dam. 

Analysis of archaeological data recovered from the Tim-
ber Dam revealed that it almost certainly was associated 

century during Pelham’s early industrial and economic de-
velopment. The dam is an outstanding and well-preserved 
example of a timber crib dam—possibly the oldest-recorded 

-
cal investigation of the dam site, combined with additional 

-

Dam’s historical associations and construction date.

California

Sonoma Coast Doghole Ports Project (

Maritime Heritage Program, Sonoma State University, 

conducting terrestrial and underwater surveys along 
California’s Sonoma Coast to identify and record sites 
and features associated with the logging industry during 

on documenting small coastal ports and shipwrecks to 
illuminate the area’s maritime cultural landscape. Rapid 

Rush, coupled with the industrial and urban development 

to exploit the Redwood Coast to meet the massive demand 
for forest products. The rugged topography and lack of 
roads and railroads meant that the most economical way to 
transport the resources to market was by sea. This resulted 
in the use of “doghole” ports, so named because mariners 

that would collectively include terrestrial and submerged 
resources.

Bay presented special problems for coastal shipping. This 
area has nothing that resembles a natural harbor, with an 

insatiable demand for wood products, mills and associated 
infrastructure developed along the northern coast to extract, 
process, and ship boards, railroad ties, cord wood, and tan 
bark to San Francisco, but also to the U.S. Eastern Seaboard, 
Australia, and Asia. 

Regional lumber mills developed interesting and 
complicated apparatuses to move their products onto vessels. 
The trough chute, also known as a slide or apron chute, was 
composed of an “A” frame supporting a wooden trough tied 
to the shore with wire cables. A system of pulleys and wires 
allowed the chute to be raised and lowered to the schooner 
or steamer waiting below. The chute had a movable plank, 
called a “clapper,” that facilitated hand loading of cargo by 
the deckhand. The length of the chute was dependent upon 

technology allowed some doghole ports to transition to 

from a large drum onshore to an anchor point beyond where 
the vessel was moored. Cargo was then bundled together 

USA - Pacific West
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and strapped to a traveler, much like a zip line. The weight 
of the load transported the timber products down the wire 
toward the waiting ship with a braking system controlling 
the speed of descent. A system of wires and pulleys returned 

and people from ship to shore.
The Fisk Mill operation provides an excellent example 

of a small-scale milling operation 
that processed and exported lumber 

exceptionally small footprint of its 
existence on the landscape. J. C. Fisk 

steam-powered mill had the capacity 

day. A tramway then connected the 
mill to a warehouse and trough chute 
at water’s edge. As indicated on a 
detailed map created by the U.S. Coast 

part of the chute’s trestle was built on 

in deeper water. The mill remained 
as the only sawmill in the Salt Point 

years later the mill was dismantled 
and shipped to Mendocino County 
to begin operations further north 

million feet of lumber was cut and 
exported from the mill. The only 
evidence of the doghole port at 
Fisk Mill Cove today is the iron 
hardware drilled into the sandstone 

milled lumber, and cut notches, or 
“rebates,” where legs of the chute’s 
A-frame were set. 

The historic remains of Fort Ross 
Cove’s transshipment infrastructure 

Since it developed as a relatively 
early lumber port and operated 

team observed technological and 
logistical changes of the doghole 

The wharf and loading chutes 
were built along the northern 
rim of Fort Ross Cove to guard 
against prevailing winds and 
take advantage of deeper water. 
Originally designed as a trough 

facilities were relocated closer to the 

between massive support legs, which were mortised into 

numerous extant elements associated with the wharf and 
the two chutes, including mortared rebates that secured 
A-frame legs, bolts and pins driven into surrounding rocks, 
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stabilizing cables that held the chute in place, and mooring 
points for vessels docking under the chutes. Hazards abound 
along this section of coastline and include undertows, 
shallow reefs, thick kelp, swells, and hidden rocks, yet 
mariners would pull into these ports, moor, and begin the 
process of loading cargo onto their ships. The transport 
vessels needed to be stabilized for loading/unloading. Buoys 
were sited at various spots in the cove, usually consisting 
of large logs with chain and anchor. Members of the crew 

in rocks above the waterline were also used for anchoring 
lines onshore or in the cove. The crew would often install 
additional mooring lines to anchor the vessel during storms 
but this region is known for unpredictable weather. The 

, a schooner moored at the end of the Fisk 
Mill’s lumber chute, was driven ashore and wrecked when a 
storm broke without warning.

both underwater and terrestrial environs located lumber-

Archaeological sites were recorded at Duncan’s Landing, 

Mill Cove, Timber Cove, Stillwater Cove, Stewart’s Point, 

Cove and Fisk Mill Cove lie within Salt Point State Park, 
the Fort Ross lumber-loading features are within Fort Ross 
State Historic Park, and Duncan’s Landing and Russian 

doghole port. The underwater component of the doghole 

managed by the California State 
Lands Commission.

The underwater survey 
team based its operations 

Regional research vessel .
Archaeologists and divers 
investigated four doghole ports 
underwater (Fort Ross Cove, 

submerged infrastructure at Fort 

In addition to investigating the 
lumber-industry infrastructure, 
archaeologists also sought out 
several shipwrecks in the area, 
tentatively locating the remains 
of the steam schooner Acme

of Fort Ross State Historic Park. 

Register-listed steamship 
Pomona shipwreck in Fort Ross 
Cove, documenting its condition 

Sonoma Coast focused on the schooner , bark 
, and wrecking steamer . While the 

remains of those three shipwrecks were not found, the team 

of the ship 
Doghole ports were once the center of maritime activity 

in the archaeological remains of lumber chutes and lost 
vessels. The story of the human interaction with the 
environment during the heyday of the lumber industry 
in Sonoma County, California can be viewed through the 
archaeological resources present today. While only a few 
scant archaeological indicators remain, these terrestrial 
and submerged elements act as touchstones of a once-vital 
maritime enterprise along the Sonoma Coast. 
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